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 Latest Adventure Riding Journal Entries
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                                A Jungle Breakfast
                            

                        

                                        
                                        	
                        	We were up this morning at 5:00am and clicking MX boots clasp closed and pulling on our still salty and crispy riding gear. Today was just about ditching the panniers, tank bags, and other gear and just riding the bikes…
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                                The Marching Throngs of Che
                            

                        

                                        
                                        	
                        	We’d planned on getting up early and photographing the sunrise, but to be honest I just couldn’t. I might be getting old, but there was just no way I could get my sorry and tired arse out of bed by…
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                                The Baracoa Labyrinth
                            

                        

                                        
                                        	
                        	We hit the snooze button on Lisa’s iPhone 3 times before finally hauling our arses out of bed at 6:45am. My MX boots were still wet from yesterdays sweaty ride. Outside, the streets were already busy as I walked down…
                        

                    					
                                                                
					                    
                

                        
        

    
        



 Latest News
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                                2RTW 2023 ADV Bike Calendar
                            

                        

                                        
                                        	
                        	 The 2RTW 2023 Adventure Bike Calendar is on sale now! NEW LOWER PRICEUSD $15.99UK £12.99EU €14.99  Thank you so much for checking out our 2023 ADV BIKE CALENDAR. It means the world to us, literally.Over the last 17-years we have amassed an incredible 1 million…
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                                save 100 Pound - Nick Sanders…
                            

                        

                                        
                                        	
                        	*Nick Sanders Special Offer GIFT VOUCHER. Nick Sanders is one of the most well know and recognizable faces in the Adventure Motocycle world, with more world records and global circumnavigations than...well, anyone I know of. These are just a few of the reason that Lisa…
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                                LIVING LENS PHOTOGRAPHIC WORKSHOP
                            

                        

                                        
                                        	
                        	LIVING LENS PHOTOGRAPHIC WORKSHOP - with Simon & Lisa Thomas Join us for a unique Photographic and photo editing workshop and we promise you'll see immediate improvements whether you are a beginner, intermediate or advanced photographer. With Lisa and myself as your guides and workshop…
                        

                    					
                                                                
					                    
                

                        
        

    
        



 Latest Adventure Gear Reviews
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                                REV'IT! Expedition H20 Boots review
                            

                        

                                        
                                        	
                        	Are The H20's a real Game Changer for ADV Touring? Is there such a thing as the perfect adventure riding boot? I didn’t think so until a pair of REV’IT!’s new Expedition H2O’s had me wondering.The H2O’s aren’t just good,…
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                                GNS-Convex-Review
                            

                        

                                        
                                        	
                        	Is the GNS Convex by L.T Wright Knives the ultimate bush craft knife? We spent two years of living with it to find out. In the words of Auzzie film character Crocodile Dundee, “Now that’s a knife!” He could easily…
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                                Review: Therm-A-Rest Slacker Hammock
                            

                        

                                        
                                        	
                        	Review: Slacker Double (2-Person) HammockManufacturer: THERM-A-REST Essential or Luxury? That was the question we asked ourselves about the Slacker Hammock from Therm-A-rest. As a bed, a place to rest or as a motorcycle cover, this one hammock ticks a lot…
                        

                    					
                                                                
					                    
                

                        
        

    
        



 Latest Adventure Motorcycle Tips n' Tricks
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                                Extreme Heat & Dehydration - How…
                            

                        

                                        
                                        	
                        	Extreme Heat & Dehydration: Getting it wrong! Riding To Survive The MALI Ride Riding and surviving a ride through any landscape with severe heat is no joke. We've learnt the heard way that the simplest miscaculation of fuel, terrain and…
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                                LUMINAR 2018 für perfekte Fotos -…
                            

                        

                                        
                                        	
                        	Von 2RideThe World Mit Luminar optimierst du deine Fotos in Rekordgeschwindigkeit! Erstmal fotografieren, hinterher optimieren In der Reisefotografie geht es darum, Gelegenheiten für herausragende Bilder zu finden. Nur in den seltensten Fällen hast du die Zeit dazu, alles vorher perfekt…
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                                LUMINAR 2018 - Perfecting Your Images
                            

                        

                                        
                                        	
                        	You won't believe what LUMINAR can do for your photos! Shoot now, Perfect Later Travel photography is about grabbing opportunities for outstanding images as and when they come along. There’s rarely a scenario when you can get the lay of…
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orem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker including versions of Lorem Ipsum
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                Like what you see?

                
                Hit the buttons below to follow us, you won't regret it...
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